THE EXPERIMENT
Studio KNOL chose to tackle a timeless topic
during this Dutch Design Week: the human being
as a social species, the functioning of the crowd,
and the question whether design can condition our
(collective) behaviour.
In this exhibition, behaviour of animals (from ants,
bees, locusts, sheep or birds) was secretly coupled to
a principle of human mass behaviour. We have been
testing the visitors as part of the human swarm and
the collective (ir)rationality through 5 experiments. A
team of observants has registered everything, and
the data were caught in an interactive simulation.
Read about the results of each experiment here!
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EXPERIMENT

1

BEES

BACKGROUND
We all know about the Queen Bee. But the true
leaders of a moving swarm are unidentified, secretly
guiding the colony to its destination. The rest of
the bees have no idea where the swarm is heading
and simply follow. Through a cascade effect, the
uninformed bees align their direction with those of
their neighbors.
THE TEST
Three entrances leading to exhibitions of fictitious
designers. Do visitors think they have knowledge
about what they are going to see or will they
blindly follow the choice of others? And will a
queue effect the choice?

NO QUEUE

RESULT
This experiment was created with the particular context
of the Dutch Design Week in mind. Here, one constantly
forms an opinion about design. Appreciating a particular
design, and not another one, is an ambiguous matter.
Therefore decisions are likely to be based on social
influence and spatial conditioning.
The illustrated results show that creating a queue in front
of entrance A made a considerable difference (+30%) but
that A was still the least popular entrance overall. Existing
research suggests that traffic rules become imprinted in
our intuition, and our experiment confirmed this. Shops
also arrange their routing and product placement that
way. Visitors of the exhibition opted for the right entrance
(C) twice as often as for the left entrance (A). Would it be
the other way around in Australia, the UK or Japan?

QUEUE AT ENTRANCE A

17% entrance A

24% entrance A

50% entrance B

33% entrance C

OBSERVANTS’ QUOTES

45% entrance B

31% entrance C

“A woman at the entrance points at the sign of ‘Yuko’ and says in a
posh accent “I’ve already seen him in Paris, so I don’t need to see it
again”. I’ve heard these things more often.”

Mostly we saw people taking the entrance that their predecessor
took. You clearly see the difference in behaviour when people are
alone or in a group. Often, people just head for the middle entrance
without consideration.”

EXPERIMENT
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ANTS

BACKGROUND
Ants have their own special way of
communicating the quickest route to a food
source. By emitting a trail of pheromones, the
swarm gradually creates an optimal path.
THE TEST
A freshly mopped black floor, surrounded by
a white gravel path. To operate the computer
simulation you need to cross the black floor.
Will people obediently follow the path? Who
will be first to step onto the black floor, leaving
white footsteps? And will others follow their
trail?

RESULT
This experiment was inspired by the swarm intelligence of
ants, but also by examples of shortcuts in human landscapes
such as parks. Besides the remarkable white chalk patterns,
we saw lots of hesitation and deliberation in this space.
“May I?” “Should we?”. This experiment also revealed strong
effects of authority. KNOL’s observers, dressed in lab coats,
were repeatedly asked for permission to trespass. Then,
as one person stepped onto the black floor, others swiftly
followed.

drawings of visitors’ paths over a weekend
Iemand anders tegen vriendin “maar je kan hier toch niet staan!”

OBSERVANTS’ QUOTES
Immediately after mopping: person 1 and 2 stay on the white
path. 3 and 4 follow the path for three-quarters, then stand still
(see the buttons), discuss for 30 seconds, and step on black
together. 5,6, and 7 (6 touches the black with her toe) stay on
the white. 8 till 12 see this, and stay on white too (they follow).
13 and 14 step on the black floor without even looking. 15 and
16 follow them.
When you’re mopping, you are the authority. And you will be
asked, say 7 out of 10 times, if it’s allowed to enter the black
floor. As soon as one person walks towards the buttons, I see
an effect of ‘come one, come all’

EXPERIMENT
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BIRDS

BACKGROUND
A flock of birds collaborates for a common
goal, carrying a shared burden. The birds
rotate their position to spread flight fatigue.
These dynamics result in elegant V formations
in the sky.
THE TEST
The seats in the talskshow arena are set up in
a reversed order; the people in front sit highest
and block the view of others. Will the group
collectively organise and move the furniture so
that everyone can see?

RESULT
This is one of the few experiments where mimicking
others leads to a beneficial outcome for the group. In fact,
collective action is necessary in order to reach a ‘rational’
positioning of the furniture. One person (literally) stands
up as a leader and starts shuffling, followed by others in
a cumulative process. This leader was, without exception,
someone sitting at the front. Is it the uncomfortable feeling
of people looking at your back, or is it an act of altruism?
Or perhaps people at the front are leaders by nature?
The self-organizing process that follows resembled the
animated birds’ projection beautifully. But it also had
two particularly human effects: groups that shuffled the
furniture were more active participants in discussions and
question rounds, as well as more interactive with each
other. The shuffling of furniture was a good conversation
starter and seems to create a sense of ownership of the
space.

STAGE
high seat
low seat
STARTING POSITION BEFORE EACH TALKSHOW

2-seater
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8

middle seat

4-seater

At the third talkshow, this
seat was low. People had
to look at the backs of
others sitting in front.

OBSERVANTS’ QUOTES

At the seventh talkshow,
people put a high seat here, so
everyone could see well.

“Very interesting to see how one audience took action while an
other stayed in uncomfortable positions for the entire length of
the talkshow”.
The first visitors take a considerable time to choose a place
to sit. The confusion is evident in their movements: forward,
backwards, looking around, sitting down and standing up again.
They do not start shuffling as that is not necessary. Until a
critical point is reached at which you can no longer sit down
without blocking the view of others.

EXPERIMENT
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LOCUSTS

BACKGROUND
A swarm of locusts moving in perfect harmony?
It appears so... In reality, these insects are
motivated by fear of being another member’s
lunch! To stay alive each locust needs to keep
ahead of his hungry pursuers.
THE TEST
The more visitors enter the funnel room, the
less personal space they have. When there are
too many people inside, a deafening alarm goes
off and visitors are asked to leave the space.
Will visitors choose the obvious but extremely
narrow exit, or are they smart and will they turn
to one of the wide entrances behind them?

5%

OBSERVANTS’ QUOTES

85%

RESULT
This experiment was intended to test group exit strategies
under stress. Understandable in a museum setting
however, the alarm did not scare off but instead attracted
visitors to the spectacle. This revealed equally fascinating
group behavior, as visitors figured out that they needed to
collaborate to set off the alarm.
A second surprising result was how incredibly submissive
we are to a simple visual suggestion. An arrow above one
of the four entrances lead nearly all visitors through this
particular entrance of the pavilion, while one could clearly
see that all roads lead to the same destination. A second
example of internalized road rules?

6%

4%

It stunned me how many people followed the blue arrow while
they could perfectly see that this entrance leads to the same
space as the others.
Rather than causing a panic exit out of the space, the visitors
lingered inside, while others hasted towards the pavilion to not
miss anything! Certainly a group effect, just not the one we
expected.

I was coincidently in the space wearing my lab coat. There was
a very large group inside and when the alarm went off, they
ALL looked at me expecting me to lead the way. So I walked
out of the space and everyone lined up to follow me out. Weird
experience…

EXPERIMENT
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SHEEP

BACKGROUND
Sheep are typical herd animals that survive by
staying close together. Commonly, they will stay
within the fencing, but once one sheep jumps the
fence..

THE TEST
A landscape of poles that we recognize from
airports forms an illogical route through the
space. Will the visitors follow the route willingly,
or are there rebels who disobey the route? And
will their behavior be copied?

RESULT
The context of an exhibition comes with particular
behavioral norms. For example, visitors are used to respect
and not touch an artwork, explaining the relatively low
number of people disobeying the predetermined route in
this experiment. We saw a strong sense of social control
among visitors, repeatedly hearing phrases such as ‘that’s
not allowed!’ or ‘you’re cheating!’. Visitors would also
abstain from lifting barriers when they saw observers in
lab coats - the ‘observer effect’ being an integral part of the
experiment.
Of course disobedience of one person had a following in
others and especially a KNOL observer lifting a barrier would
set off a wave of copying behavior. The ultimate exception
were children, not having internalized these collectively
assumed norms and therefore playfully interacting with the
space. Parents discipline their children but were also seen
jumping over barriers, following their child with pleasure.

sampled every 10th visitor

= visitor obeying the route

= visitor disobeying the route

24 oct 2015
TIME SLOT 13:00 - 13:15

OBSERVANTS’ QUOTES

As soon as people have lifted a barrier on, they ALWAYS do it again.
They have crossed a psychological and physical barrier.
2 older ladies: “We’re completely wrong again. There is no way
back. This is end of story.”

“You are not supposed to do that, madam!” said someone when I lifted a barrier. The
social control among the visitors is almost tangible in this landscape.
The day after the expo I went on holiday and found myself locked in a completely empty
snake queue at the Marrakech airport and I blindly followed...Have I learnt nothing?
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Physical Stories
Studio KNOL is a design studio with a
sense of fiction. We design narrative
spaces and human-spatial interactions.
Contact us at contact@studioknol.com
when you are in need of a ‘physical
story’.

